GiveRight
Marketplace
for NetSuite
Connecting
Companies to
Causes
GiveRight Marketplace for NetSuite connects companies to vetted nonprofits from around
the world. With cloud technology, companies of all sizes can connect with volunteers,
donors, and services. With access to thousands of nonprofits, your company can identify and
select the best causes and projects that align with your company’s business objectives and
employee’s interests.

BENEFITS
Provides Access to Thousands of Charities
GiveRight brings together both sides of the CSR
relationship. Increasing the available resource pool
for nonprofits is key to accomplishing new missions,
while companies interested in expanding their social
impact may not know where to start. The GiveRight
Marketplace brings everyone together so matches can
be made, leveraging GuideStar’s nonprofit repository.
Verifies NonProfits
GiveRight ensures all nonprofits available for searching
are eligible to receive tax-deductible donations and are
in good standing with the IRS. Many of the nonprofits
already work with other NetSuite customers, and some
are recipients of NetSuite’s SuiteDonation program.
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Finds Aligned NonProfits
Companies can search and choose which causes and
projects align with their overall mission. Nonprofits
can also find volunteers from businesses that support
them. A multitude of missions are supported through
combinations of monetary donations, services,
and volunteerism.
Delivers Actionable Analytics
Through the GiveRight portal, nonprofits can review
key financial reporting data such as volunteer hours,
pro bono services and donations.

FEATURES
Dynamic Search
CSR Directors can search a library of thousands
of registered nonprofits with a variety of criteria.
Search results of multiple organizations
can be imported into your NetSuite account
at one time and synchronized with
GiveRight’s marketplace.
Charity Evaluation
GiveRight provides in-depth information
and evaluation criteria on charities before
engagement. Just define the level of support
for specific charities such as service offerings,
matching amounts, and volunteer eligibility.
Analytics
Nonprofit development managers can track
aggregate statistics from a central hub account.
As more NetSuite customers adopt GiveRight,
multiple companies will want to volunteer with
your charity; rather than logging into multiple
accounts to track volunteer and donation
activity, GiveRight Marketplace provides a
portal where you can centralize reporting.
Event Promotion
Nonprofit development managers can
promote their events to multiple companies
and organizations to increase the potential
volunteer pool.

GiveRight is powered by two industry leading platforms:

NetSuite offers worldwide, secure, fault-tolerant,
cloud-based services. GiveRight has implemented a
unique set of applications which centralizes a repository
of non-profits and organizations.
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GuideStar provides the most comprehensive database
of non-profit organizations -- a listing of charities of all
types, sizes, and locations. GiveRight has integrated
this data into the GiveRight Marketplace to make easy,
accessible connections.

For more information, contact:
GiveRight
www.give-right.com
209-969-1518

